2010 Cancer horoscope - Kark horoscope
Moon is in Gemini in your 12th house
You may get indulge into unwanted expenditure. Approach towards love, romance and life in general is
not encouraging. You are advised to be very calm and balanced in your approach towards different
situations in life. Guesswork is not going to help you in any field so it should be avoided. There will be
health problems related to eyes, phlegmatic complaints and spleen. You will create problems for yourself
by uttering falsehood.
Mars is in Cancer in your 1th house
This is the time which will show you mixed results. Don’t overlook minor health related problems because
it may turn into a big one. Some diseases that require special attention are ulcer, rheumatism, vomiting,
head an eye troubles, pain in joints or injury due to falling of heavy metallic lump etc. Difficult situations
may arise in your path but don’t lose your heart in the adversities as your self-confidence will work in your
favor. Dispute with government and senior officials are on the card, so you are advised to be careful. This
is not a favorable time for speculation or taking risks.
Mercury is in Sagittarius in your 6th house
You may suffer due to health complications. You will find it difficult to retain money as you will have
tendency towards spending on luxuries and pleasures. This is not a good period for indulging in rash
speculative activities. Silly quarrels, misunderstanding and arguments can affect family’s peace and
serenity. People jealous of you can cause problems, thus may get un-based accusations and create
unhappiness in the family beware of them. You may have trouble from women so you need to be careful
of them.
Jupiter is in Aquarius in your 8th house
You take care of yourself now and not let yourself be overburdened, and that way you can keep yourself
going for long. There might be a few disappointments. Your courage and convictions are your strongest
qualities, but it might hurt to get a little too pigheaded. Don't go for big investment because things may not
turn up according to your expectations. You may not get proper support from your friends and associates.
Family members attitude will be quite different. Health will be an issue and you will see diseased like
nausea, fever attacks, ear infection and vomiting.
Venus is in Sagittarius in your 6th house
Those very personal relations that you worked on, won’t work out well, and cause disturbance in your
household and office. Take care of your health and try to refine you image. Sensual thoughts not only
depress you but may even cause you some humiliation in this period. Harmonious relationship with the
opposite sex may get disturbed. Health problems will create disturbances in your life. There are chances
of getting indulge into unnecessary expenses. Overall, not a very pleasing period for you. You will feel
yourself physically weak and dejected.
Saturn is in Virgo in your 3th house
There will be good luck and good stability of the mind which would help live a positive and easy life at
home. Good level of gains could come from spouse. It's an excellent year for travel, higher education,
communications, venturing into new enterprises; profession etc. synchronization in family life is secure.
This period may bring disagreements and even enemity with hith and kins and relatives. You will get good
results professionally. Overall the period will be good.

Rahu is in Sagittarius in your 6th house
There will be good chances of entering into profitable deals. If you have applied for loans, then you might
get finances. Minor health ailment could also be possible. You will be able to balance professional and
domestic commitments intelligently and give your best to both these vital aspects of life. Your cherished
desires will be fulfilled with difficulty but will ultimately bring you prosperity fame and good income or
profits. You will emerge as winner in competition and successful in interviews.
Ketu is in Gemini in your 12th house
This is not a very successful period for you. You may get indulge in unnecessary expenses but you need
to put a hold on it. All kinds of speculations must be avoided. You will have to slog as the work burden will
be too much. Don’t try to take risks in business matters as period is not very harmonious to you. Your
enemies will try to tarnish your image. Family atmosphere may not be harmonious. Your enemies will try
to tarnish your image. Your health may become a cause of anxiety. You may be inclined towards mantra
and spiritual practice.
Cancer Love & Sex Forecast 2010:
When you fall in love Cancer, you want to nurture your relationship in every capacity. You love to feed the
mind, body and soul of your partner. Whether it’s through sensitive conversation, a home cooked meal or
mind blowing sex, when the Cancer is in love you’re fully present and willing to do anything to maintain
the emotional security you feel in your partnership.
This year you may experience many changes in the dynamics of your individuality and your role in
relationships. Don’t run for cover – hiding inside your shell in 2010 will only make you feel more
vulnerable. Sometimes, change is good.
Cancer in a Relationship Forecast 2010:
In 2010 Cancer will experience Eclipses that fall in your sign and your partnership sector. These Eclipses
will completely alter the landscape of your relationship and for some it will indicate a new beginning while
for others it will be time to part ways. Much depends on the aspects these Eclipses make in your personal
chart.
In general however, the Solar Eclipse on January 15th 2010 in your 7th house of partnership is linked
closely to Venus, the planet of love. This suggests a possible engagement or marriage for the Cancer.
There will be joy in love. The rough patch comes on the Lunar Eclipse in this part of your chart June 26th
2010. Control becomes a factor and the Cancer might decide it’s time to “let go.”
Single & Dating Cancer Forecast 2010:
If you’re single in 2010 then the Solar Eclipse on January 15th 2010 might change all that. If you are
dating someone around this time then expect a new level of commitment to be reached – one that makes
you feel like you’ve got something solid. From October 8th 2010 until November 18th 2010 Venus, the
planet of love, will be retrograde in your 5th house of romance and sex. You may reunite with an ex or
fantasize about this person and all of the cosmic sex you used to enjoy together, Cancer.

